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ARTICLE VI.

DR. SAMUEL D. COCHRAN ON .. THE MORAL
SYSTEM AND THE ATONEMENT."
BY THE IlEV. GEOIlGE F. MAGOUN, D. D., IOWA COLLEGE, GIlINNELL,.IOWA.

IF there is no moral system of God in the moral universe, then there is no atonement. There can be none.
The word evidently, in this case; would be without such
significance as it has ever had. For an atonement is itself
a general system, plainly not a mere arrangement for an
individual or certain individuals j and it can only be such
in relation to a wider general system within or under
which, for some sufficient reason, it has become necessary
or wise. But as this reason is purely moral, viz., sin, and
as the atonement must be of necessity a moral transaction, and this of an unparalleled kind, the system in relation to which it is effected can clearly be no other than a
moral system. A moral atonement within and in behalf
of a physical or a merely psychical system would strike
thinkers as an absurdity.
If a writer, then, like that of the able and weighty volume before us,' would have any appropriate basis for a
JOberlin, Ohio: E. J. Goodrich, 188q. On pages 293 and 294, Dr. Coch.
ran affirms what is affirmed above, in these words:.. ~ 167. THE QUESTION 01 THE ATONEMENT ONE OF MOIlALlTY-THE
MOIlALlTY OF GOD •

.. As we said near the beginning of this work, the question of the atonement is one of fundamental morality-the morality of God, as well as of all
other moral beings-the morality of the one universal moral law and moral
system. It is a foolish assumption of objectors generally, that God is outside and independent of this law and system, so that His will is free from
obligation, control, or limitation by them: that they exist only in and for
His rational creatures, if not for man exclusively; and that He can regard
them or not in acting towards all or any part of these beings with an abso-
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new handling of the great topic of Christ's atonement, he
must find it in a moral system of the universe, fairly,
broadly, and thoroughly conceived and developed. Our
first business, then, in reviewing so serious and elaborate
a work, is with his treatment of the antecedent topic of
God's moral system. Of Dr. Cochran's five hundred and
twenty-seven compact pages, this topic occupies the first
two hundred and fifteen. Those who now repudiate a
moral government of God, and displace even eternal, immutable moral law with an easy-going personal relation
between man and God, based on no principle but the
ready and characterless production of creature happiness
-if this can be called a principle-will find in this exposition a body of truth without significance and needless as
to human salvation; and doubtless, also, far beyond
their lines of thinking, and running too deep for their
comprehension; Those, on the contrary, who think, with
us, that the Scriptural truths of reconciliation, propitiation, sin-oflering, redemption, ransom. mediation, and the
like, indicate a system of salvation unique and peculiar to
Christianity, will be glad of a discussion of the underlving divine moral system so full and many-sided as is
here given.
Dr. Cochran divides his great twofold theme into four'
convenient and manageable divisions, thus: THE MORAL
lutely lawleu freedom of option. It Is a horrible auumption ; for. If true,
He Is not a moral being, and can do no moral action. He can administer
the law or not, reward the obedient or not, punish the disobedient or not,
treat both alike or not, keep truth or not, br mere lawleu will. He can be
neither just nor unjust, merciful nor unmerc1ful, deserving of love and honor
or not, as He can be no moral actor, and can have no moral character.
These objectors have no conception of a real moral system, which is necessarily founded in moral natures. having the law in and from them as a constant obliging mandate and standard. The objections to points connected
with the atonement all imply the same assumption respecting God's freedom from the law and the moral system which is noted above, and yet uniformly involve their own contradiction. For, when objectors say, that He
Is h"ru/ or ""KAI to do this, or not to do that; that He would do wrong.
and be wicked and cruel, if He did that, and did not do this, they unawares
assume that He is a moral being, that He Is under obligation by the law in
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SYSTEM. PART I. The Moral Law and System. PART
The Mode of God's Existence; Incarnation; Redemptive Plan and Eternal Purpose; Foreknowledge,
Election, and Predestination in it. PART III. The
Atonement of Christ, an Expiation and a Propitiation.
PART IV. Scriptural Teachings respecting the Relations
of Christ and the Atonement to Mankind.
The first chapter of Part I., " The Moral System," is entirely given to the Divine Moral Law. This is after good
theological precedent. Hardly any of our great thinkers
go back of established, universal law requiring right and
forbidding wrong, for a basis of atonement. And it is
clear that no universal moral system could exist without
such a law. Quite as clearly it must be the Creator's
law. For a system composed of a Creative One and creatures could not take 11w from one of the latter. A created one giving law original, self-propounded, and absolutely authoritative, to a Creative One and his other creatures is an unspeakable absurdity. All this implies a system as requiring law. If we had made Dr. Cochran's
book, therefore, we should have begun with the system
of moral beings, rather than with the laws laid by the SuII.

Him, aDd thUII that He Is In the universal moral society aDd system."
So, on page 317 : .. The grand cbaracterladc of Christianity Is, that It Is grounded on, embodies, and unfolds tbe social character of the law in and from all moral
natures, and thus tbe social-moral character of all sucb natures. It does this
in the mode made neceuary by the fact and peculiarity of the sin of mankind; and tbe peculiarity of tbeir sin sprinp from tbat of tbeir nature,
wbieb determines tbeir correlation to eacb otber, to God, and to all other
moral beinp. It sets forth tbe acting out, on the one band, of the absolntely jrul r-J-flliO of God towards Himself and the universal boly society,
and, ou the other, of His mercy, tbe only remnant of good-will possible towards sinners, in sucb manner and measure towards mankind as mUllt forever be tbe abiding amazement of all intelligent beinp. Hence, to deny
any of its essential parts Is correspondingly to deny the social-moral character of the law and of moral natures, and logically requires a denial of that
character in both ; and tbis Involves tbe assumption, tbat tbe design of God
In constltutiug rational cnatures Is realized in pure individualism and selfcentering actioo...
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preme One among them upon all the rest. He really
comes nearer to this than he seems: in chap. i. sect. i.,
"Origin of the Divine Law," in the fourth sentence, he
says, "an autkor.itative rule for tkeir [moral beings'?] social
action, which by it is ethical or moral." That beings are
social, then, is not the same thing with their being moral,
and the latter, in a system, implies the former. " All
moral beings, simply by being such, are necessarily in an
everlasting moral society and system, as all the material
worlds, from greatest to least, are in a physical system."
This is very strongly put. And it naturally and inevitably follows that the law of God, "not originated by will,
divine or human, irreparable and unchangeable by will,"
is that obedience to which "constitutes all right character and secures all moral good."
Another section recognizes the system thus:.. § 6. FOURTH CHARACTERISTIC OF THE LAW.
The law is conc,tlt and sorial. By concrtlt is meant that it is never given
as an abstraction, whether cal1ed I"t idta of rie"I, or by any other name,
but always as an impfftJtiflt rult of action in its su6jtCi to render itl matter of
moral love to its 06jtdS, pruml or IMue"l of, unmodified or modified according to the known or supposed good or bad character and deserts of each. By
soria I is meant, in addition, that its matter of moral love is enjoined by its
imperative as owed 6y and due frrJm ils su6}tcls 10 ils 06jtels, as that to which
they have a riC'" by nature, (unless they have forfeited it by sin) and, if
righteous, also by character. It is thus a concrete and social bond, of which
one end is, so to say, Iivingly inwrought by creative art into the immortal
nature of every created moral being, assimilating it with God's, and the other end il projected by the imperative in that nature to every like one,pnstllt
or t"oue'" of, and fastened to it as having the right or rights mentioned to the
love'it enjoins, if not forfeited j and, if forfeited, is even then fastened to it
as an object of good-will, however modified, as far and as long as it is capable of good, or not utterly lost-that is, while its gracious probation lasts.
The whole rational universe is thus interbound into one society, with ~
as its Center and Head, as al\ the unnumbered worlds and parts of the material universe are interbound by the physical force of attraction with its law,
as if it were concrete and social, in their relations to each other and their
vast center. As the marriage law binds the pair united by it to render constant, pure, faithful love to each other, as that to which each has a sacred
right in their relation, thus intertying them to perfect reciprocity of natural
and moral debts and dues, so this law of laws in all moral beings, by its concrete and social character, spiritually Intermarries them all, as it were, to
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each other and to God, and Him to them. Its bond is essentially the same
between each one and himself o6jutiud to himself, tying him to render its
matter of moral love to himself, as if owed by and due to himself, as if
another. How unspeakably grand and beautiful is this social, moral, immortal constitution of the natures of the ever-augmenting, intelligent universe! How it surpasses that of the whole material creation ! ..

So in the next section, the condition of the authority or
"imposing imperative" of the divine law is said to be "al- .
ways the presence in fact or in thought of one or more of like
nature, or of self o1J.J~ctized;· such presence always occasioning an intuition that he or each of them had a natural
right, unless forfeited by sin, and, if [himself] obedient, a
moral one also, to the love enjoined by it [the moral
law]." It is shown here how ethical justice is involved,
and due to the good, to the evil of our race, and to self;
also how this is forfeited, and how ethical justice to others balances and restricts obligation in such cases. Here,
deep in the universal moral system, the author finds the
foundation of grace and the possibility of divine atonement. But this we can more succinctly notice later.
The author's view rejects any idea of right as "apart
from and independent of the social law." If his readers
question aught here, it will be the proper application of
the term" social law " to self even as "objectized." As
to the eternal authority of the hlw of right, whether regarded as social or " impersonal," in- some sense, no matter to how many it is related-one or more,-we can
hardly think that anyone who takes interest enough in
themes so high and pure as to read what Dr. Cochran
has said, will question it. Nor will the following be
disputed (chap. i. § 12. 3.);.. Every human moral agent has direct knowledge, 6y intuition oj his moml
Wilson, of the spiritual nature (and its essential qualities) of every other moral being, present or thought of, as the same in kind as his own. He sees
the bodies of others, hears their voices, and touches them ; but he neither
sees, hears, nor touches their spiritual natures; yet, without an instructor
or any process of reasoning. and not by instinct, by which irrational creatures have their kind of knowledge of each other and of man, but by this intuition, he knows what instinct never could, the IN_I _turt and its essen-
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tial qualities of every person be meets or thinks of, how lie ought to act
morally, what character he ought to possess, that he has in him the same
imperative law which is in himself, that this law is the one only standard of
right or wrong action or character for him as for himself, and even for God,
and that he is equally as responsible and accountable as himself."

These various statements show how fundamental to all
the reasonings and expositions of this volume are the existence of a moral system, in distinction from a fortuitous
concourse ot beings morally endowed, but not systematically related to each other, and the true nature of such a
system. This is assumed and implied even more than it
is stated. And if an astronomical or other physical system could not be maintained or carried on by its author
without laws in the removed and lower sense in which
the word is used of physical uniformities; if a political or
scholastic system could not be continuously worked save
under regulations that bear the more correct and real
meaning of law, as a rule of intelligent and required conduct,' surely a moral system cannot go on helter skelter,
now this way now that, with no binding relation to principles commanding compliance. It would be an accident
if anything morally right was done in it, and equally an
accident if the wrong was done. So the system would be
an immoral one in disregarding the sacred distinction between right and wrong. The universe could only escape
the sorest of all possible injuries if the members of it had
no moral nature at all. If there is nothing to regulate
them by the principles and rules their moral nature affirms, why should the V have one? Why these recognized in them, if not in the system and the management of it
by its author? Is an ethical creature to supply the lack
of one in the Creative nature? We dwell a little on these
elementary roints because we have fallen upon times
when the vital and necessary meaning of law in all proper
significance of it, in any other sense than mere uniformity
of facts, is widely and disastrously ignored.
We have, then, man a moral being in a universal moral
system from which he cannot escape, and under a moral
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Lawgiver. as necessary to such a system. if it be a fact at
all. Instead now of affirming in a general way that disor.
der has come into the system by sin. Dr. Cochran proceeds to show just what he conceives the law to require
of every member of the system. preparatory to showing
the necessity of an atonement for any and all who do not
render it. And. after recognizing that love meets the re·
quirement towards all other moral beings. and that God
has" an aggregate of rights to the supreme moral love of
all his intelligent creatures." and that the wrong done to
him by not rendering it is immeasurably beyond any and
all other wrong. he thus characterizes what is due under
moral law more analytically (chap. ii. § 13.):.. Mankind have a1waYI, '""""' dWI, lubstantially agreed in defining
ethical jUltice .. rendering to all their duel-all to which they have a right
and claim by nature or otherwile. [So] Cicero •.•• Becaule men have thele
idea or Intuitional alirmadonl of ali natural and moral rights and dues, and
of all espreued by the terml, obligations, owing, paying, delerving, reward.
ing, Wagel, debts, claims, and equity, the imperative In each of them iI to
render pare good.wlll or morailoYe to all othen •••• To .y that the terml
named, wagel escepted, •••• are UIed figuratively, and are derived from the
market and human courts, iI to revene the order of facts. The market
and courts have derived them and their meanings from the source of them
both, which iI the quality of ethical jllldce in the law given by moral rea.
son. Thele and other like terml in a1llanguagel exprell the RIDe ideas,
thOle of the natural and moral rightl and duties of men, and attest their
recognition of thele Ideas .. Invoived In, and the basil of, all bUilaess
tr&lllKtionl and mutaalities of treatment. They express the ide.. all men
have of either the great primary principle of ethical jUldce in the law, that
of the mutaal due and debt of moral love, or lpeclal applications of that
principle to men in particular relations of business or thOle of a directly
moral or religious kind. They express thele normally or literally .. the
only terms by which they can be expressed, and are therefore in origin and
common Ule utterly independent of all markets and courts. They are no
more figurative when one speaks of the dIU or tint of love, gratitude, honor,
respect, obedience, or any like action or treatment, or of "";"K or /GP"r
any of thele, or of tks1m"r or having a clll;III to a nfIIQrr/, or of /GP"r a
peualty, or of getting his /Gy, Uling thele terml In a moral or religiolll
sease, than when he UIeI them in bUliness or in courts. If they are figur.
atlve, thUi UIed, what terml could express the RIDe idea of mOlt of them
normally or literally?
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14. THE LOVE ENJOINED ON EACH TO GOD, AND TO ALL HAVING RIGHTS
TO IT, IS JUST LOVE.

The love therefore enjoined upon each one by the imperative of the law,
to God and to other moral things, present or thought of, who have not forfeited their right or rights to it by sin, is jusl 101l~jusl pod-will 601" ill
fJuolil}' a"d i" md, 6«ouse il is a will 10 rmtler I",,,, alll"tir dues 4tctm/i"C tq
allilu riC"ls I",y AovI. This discloses clearly tbe concrete and social nature of the law and of moral beings. For. if they have a rigbt by their
common nature to each other's moral love, by whicb it is mutually due and
owed, it is, on tbis ground alone, simple etbical justice in each to render it
to eacb, and positive injustice not to do so; and if, in addition, they have,
by obedience or right action, the moral rigbt or rights of good desert, or
desert of reward in kind at least, to each other's love, so tbat it is morally
as well as naturally due to eacb from each, it is, by such addition, also purely ethical justice in eacb to render it to eacb, and additional positive injustice not to render it to him, because not rendering it is doing the opposite. This does not show that justice is love, but tbat it is an essential quality of the law. of all action by it towards others who have rights, and of all
moral nature, the bond inherent in all tbese which ties all to render such
love to God and each other. And, since by this bond every one is thus tied
to render this as due from him to each and al1, Iu co"1ID1 rlally rrlltler il to
any, if nol in princ;pl, anti spirillo all-Io God, if IIDI 10 ",a-'o ",a" if
1ID110 God-Io allY nu",6tr of",m, if nollo all ar dUI 6y IAI ma"ifulclr:a~Ur
and dutrls of locA. Rendering It to one because it is bis due by right or
rights involves doing the same in principle and spirit to all, and is tberefore justic, to all ; and doing the opposite to any number involves the same
universality of principle and spirit, and is tberefore injustiu. not to that
number only, but potentially to all moral beings. As, by tbis quality of
justice, the law is impartial and universal, so must the love be which it requires; and so must the injustice be of withholding it from any as entitled
to receive it. Conscience has always taught mankind that selfishness or injustice against one is potentially against all, and the involved contrary, that
true moral love to one is potentially to all, as it proves a heart to love all
and to wrong none.
§ IS. HOW THE INTUITION OF THIS QUALITY OF JUSTICE IN THE LAW AND IN
OBEDIENCE HAS LED MEN TO CHARACTERIZE THEM.

It is this quality of justice in the law, ever clear and immutable in all
conscions minds, which has caulled mankind in all ages to characterize It as
a slmicAI Ii"" (orthos, rectus, recht. right)-obedience to it as baving the
quality of s/ra;cAlnus, or of being s/ra;C'" action, (righteousness. rectitude) .
-disobedienee to it as (rfI(I/ud or lwisl,,/ action, (wrong)-and the character formed by disobedience to It as not slrair"I, Iadti"K straiClr:huss, (unrlghteousnesll}-also the character formed by obedience as upriglr:huss, as if
tbe law were a perpendicular slm;cAI Ii", and disobedience as tkparlurr or
devialion (sin), and as pi"c 4tross a straight line, (transgression). These
conceptions are not consciously invented images or figures. They are giv-
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en by moral reason ju.'!t as that of a geometrical straight line is by speculative reason. But the conception or idea of slraicllt or rig-lit is never given
as either the law itself. or action or character conformed to it. but only as
an inherent quality or characteristic of it. But it is important to note that
it is almost always action or character. aone or thought of. and seldom the
law itself. that men characterize as straig-lltor rig-lit. The law in them is the
standard by which they spontaneously. and llenerally even unconsciously.
discern and pronounce action or character right or wrong. straight or crooked ; and it is its 'lua/ily of jusliu. not its matltr of/Wt. that constitutes it
this standard. Hence. when action or character is pronounced right.
straight. it Is not the matter of either of them that is intended. but its ethical quality of justice as conformed to this standard; just as an extended material object is called straight because seen to be conformed to a geometrical straight line. Hence. it is of no importance whether the term "'g-llt be
used as an adiuti1lt or as a noun. whether respecting the law. or.action or
character conformed to it, as it never expresses the actual fact or matter of
either of them, but simply its possession of this quality of justice; and Kant
speaks truth when he says-" The conception. of slraig-"I contains nothing
of quantity, but only a quality." If I say, that is an oak tree, the term oak
does not signify the matter of the tree. which is wood, but only its peculiar
quality as of the species of trees called oak ; and, if I say, an oak is hard,
tough, or strong. I do not in the least change the qualitative meaning of
the term oak by thus using it as a noun. It designates the peculiar kind of
tree or wood it is by expressing its quality."

It is easy, after this, for our author to show, in extenso,
tha:t right is no entity, existing alone and independently
by itself, but a moral quality of intelligent, voluntary action-related both to such concrete action and to the la w
or standard in moral natures. An extended refutation of
. the ethics of Bushnell's "Vicarious Sacrifice" is here given, on which we need not dwell. The word" social" as
characterizing moral law is preferred to " relational," because a connection of any kind, good, bad or indifferent,
is a relation, and the quality of justice, with "its matters
of moral love," (or the concrete of which this ethical quality is affirmed) is social,-another recognition, by the way,
of the fundamental fact of an existing moral system.
"Moral beings [it is here added] are naturally set in a universal society
with God and [with] each other. to which they are everlastingly bound and
responsible. and from which. thoulth they should take the wings of the
morning and fly farther than comet ever flew. even beyond .. the fiaming
walls of the nniverse." they can never be released as long as they IMnk of
God or other moral natures."
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This concrete social nature of moral law Dr. Cochran
never omits to insist upon and illustrate. This and its
mandatory quality are kept in the foreground. So is justice, in the sense of equity,. as the essential quality of the
love required toward men, and so of the meaning of the
requirement. He does not say nakedly, the law of love,
leaving the reader at loose ends as to what kind of love is
meant, but" the law ofjtlst or rigkteous love is the only
law of reason as of Scripture." Is unrighteous, unjust
love required? or even allowed? is characterless love required as character? "Not love, wkick is its mIltt", Imt
justice, wkick is its essential quality or c/earact", constitutes
it the mighty eternal bond which ties the intelligent uni.
verse together," To deny this, would be to affirm that if
there be only love, no matter what its moral character, it
meets and fulfills the holy moral requirement, and that
compared with love of such indifferent character, justice,
or moral quality is of no worth or account, or an intruder,
even.
Passing to obedience and disobedience of the law as
thus identified, our author makes sharp and thorough dis.crimination between the natural and the retributive consequences of each. Of all his" prolegomena" to atonement we deem this one of the most important, for it sets
forth what sort of consequences the atoning death of
Christ is intended to remove. He calls some of the consequences of moral action natural, "because they are not
produced by any· agency outside of moral natures themselves, but by tkese as affected by each kind of action,"
To these consequences the name" constitutional n. is often given. "The qualities of moral natures cannot be
called retributive causes ;" they are simply constitutional.
It must be something else, distinct, more than these,
which is properly retributive. Conscience, for example,
it is well said,.. never presignifies any of its own effects, happy or unhappy, but always
positive. social, divine rewards, or punishments. In the proper sense,
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therefore, retributionl are positive rewards and punishments aliminllterecl
by God hlmeelf, and different from all the mere natural coneequences [within the constitution and course of things], of obedience and of sin. Among
thelSe, doubtle.., are t:rmJirlllotitlll of the obedient In hollne.. and III natural
resulll. and lllJaruJg"III~IIt of the wicked to sin and its natural results."

In a word, whatever the simple working of our constitution or nature would not bring about but requires the direct, specific governmental agency of God. And the author goes on to show that a moral system and moral government must have social systematic retributions of their
own,-natural consequences being purely personal. The
end of these retributions, properly so-called, is-.. the complete everlasting good of moral beings in their divinely constituted
moral society. The £OOd of each created one In It Is balanced by that of
every other one, and that of them all II infinitely exceeded by that of God,
Its Head. .As this transcendent good of God and this balanced good of all
others II the one aggregate end of the [jUIt and righteous] love enjoined by
the law upon each, as owed by him to, and due to him from, every other
one by ite justice, they are all Interwoven, by the sacred reciprocity of rendering the IOTe, into an absolutely perfect and bleued ethical and religioUi
society or solidarity."

If the just love due is not rendered, then retributive suffering, not merely the natural consequences of omission
of love, is the substitute that equity and right require of
the sinner. And just here what we have adverted to earlier is introduced, viz., that God is " necessarily a ruler,
and must rule according to the law."
.. As He alone has adequate qualifications of knowledge, power, benevolence, and all righteousness to administer a perfect government over all the
moral beings He has made, it is absolutely certain that he mUit recognize
lIimeelf as under the hillhest obligation HII own Infinite nature can impole, either to execute perfect justice,-In administering rewards and punIIhmente according to the exact desertl of each as He knows thern,-or
to adopt for sinners some measure of substitution which will as perfectly 10cure what II due to Himself and to all the loyal' from them, as the Infliction of positive retribution on themeelves would [secure]. So that as many of them as will return to loyalty, and rely on that measure for forgiveness, will be saved. He cannot deal with any of them as If disslKillt~d 11l1li
isD/tzId f"'" tlu 'llllUJk s«itty. For, by their nature and the law, they all
• One trait of the author's broad view of the whole system II the recognition of reparation for sin as due to all in the created system of moral beings
as well as to God Himself, the Creator.
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stand interlinked in everlasting social connection and responsibility, and
He must deal with each according as this organic union and the greatest
good of all require."

That is, as was here said at the outset, atonement is itself,
and must be, a system, within a larger or universal moral
system for angels and men.
Dr. Cochran argues at much length, and with great
thoroughness and force, the impossibility of natural and
properly retributive results of sin being one and the same.
And there is special need of the argument in our time. It
grew out of the occasion of his work twenty years ago,
viz., the review of the speculations of Dr. Bushnell on the
subject. But we cannot follow him here, our object being
to eliminate the clear line of his doctrine of atonement.
We pass, therefore, the fourth chapter of Part I. In the
fifth he makes objection to the view of natural government in Butler's great" Analogy." We suspect that the
difference between them is mostly a matter of statement
and phraseology; but we are pretty sure that the good
Bishop, could he be restored to life and philosophical argument, and have time to learn the new uses of terms in
our day would lock horns with our author in his own s0ber and firm way. We now distinguish between constitution and course of things, between natural consequences and governmental ones, as English speech and writing in his day did not. He calls the same things" natural consequences" and "natural punishments." He uses
., govern," " governor," in the broad and popular senseloose of course-of establishing things fitted by God to
follow a certain course and also of administering the
things He had created or established. Governing is
JCvf;JepVTJu,r;, a steering power, and Butler conceived God's
making anything to act naturally in any way (as man to
be social or political [Aristotle]), as one form of ~teering
or influencing his action. It is such a l' oufranct'. So, to
him, constitutional consequences, inviting or deterring human action as they do, are the simplest form of governing,
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-and he even conceives that there is something elementarilv moral in God's thus influencing men towards discretion and wisdom-even in secular, non-ethical matters,and away from indiscretion and folly, that is, something moral in God's making such a constitution for such
ends, and administering a course of things under it. Dr.
Cochran is very strong in the postulate that God's whole
creation is for moral ends-no German philosopher's
co Ethik" could be more so-and in this we are quite sure
Butler would have agreed with him, as we do. But we
all distinguish natural' consequences from those of positive direct moral government, even natural moral ones,
and, indeed, this is the very basis of our author's strenuous contention against the former answering the purpose of the latter in moral government. He is clearly
right in this, and Butler clearly does not put the former
in the place or in the \\;ay of the latter. His exhibition
of their concinnity does not confound them with each
other. But he asserts that each sort of consequences is
fitted, and therefore intended, to " govern .. human action,
for each does. Yet certain we are that, were he living,
no one would scan what the Illinois divine has here said
with a more penetrating and profound appreciation than
the Anglican.
Punitive retribution, it is now shown (chap. vi), is never disciplinary. If it were, it would be less than we deserve, as discipline always js. It always falls too, (§ 49.)
.. as a rule, lesa severely on the ungodly (Ps. lxxiii. 3-14). than on those He
[God110ves. not tbeing] distributed by any scale of deserts or justice. But
retributive punishment proper must be strictly just, strictly. distri6utive,
strictly according to ill-delert in each case, as God knows it, so that, wllm
'xt~lIkd, tlistri6ulivt jus#ct musl 6t its measure, wlti!t pu6lic justice, or tltt
grtatest good 0/ tltt univtrsal loyal socitty anti 0/ God, its Rtad, musl6t its
ES'D. "

And in this, benevolence, which is treated as distinct from
both public and distributive justice, requires just what
they do. Objection here is objection" against the nature
• I. t., .. those not produced by any agency outside" of us.
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of moral beings, God included," equally, besides, "against
the natural consequences of sin: for God created the constitution of moral beings." .. Sin, the supreme monstrosity of the universe, causes both" natural and punitive
consequences that follow itself. No need for a thinker or
a sinner to go back of it. As to sinners (§ 50.),.. God's desilFllln constituting tbem was not that tbey sbould sin, and sutler
eitber tbe natural or tbe retributory coosequencee of so doing, but that
they sbould obey bis law and experience the blessed consequences, both
natural and remuneratory, of 10 doing .••• Tbe question, then, conc:eroiDg
God's benevolence, is simply wbetber be was benevolent in creating moral
beings at all."

What follows is so vital to the basis of fact on which
atonement as a fact, rests, that we quote it entire.
.. §

51. DURATION OF THIS PUNISHMEHT, AND ILL-DIlItIlT 01' SINNItIlS ITS
ONLY MItASUIlIt.

Tbere is no termination to the ill-desert of sin, nor to the due of retributive sullering created by It to God and His wbole loyal society. Tbe gooddesert of obedience luts wblle it does, but ends with It, if it does. But tbe
due of moral love to God and His loyal society from every one Is as lasting
as bls being. Sin is repudiation of this due and of tbe law wblcb creates It.
and is tbus In conflict with the nature wbich gives the law. It is wrong
and Injury to tbe universal society, breaking Its order and barmony and
creatlog unhappiness and misery In it wberever its contagion extenda-usalling its rights and securities-dillusing pernicious Influences 10 it-eausing jarrings, scbisms, wars, and havocs in it-imperiling the rectitude and
everlasting well.belng of its probationary members-clestroying the possibility of self.recovery In all wbo commit It, and of tbe eradication of it and
its plague from the universe-causing the wbole dire progeny of ita natural
consequences in all guilty of it-and wronging God supremely by disregarding and trampling upon His rigbts, claims. interests, authority, and beart.
Tbere Is no evil In the universe not from It. It is tbe aceursed mother of
all curses, Including everlasting deatb and punitive retrlbution. The only
retribution possible is Divinely inflicted eullering, whatever it may be or iaclude. Tbis, we have seen, is dill from tbe sinner to God and His univerwsociety. It Is bis everlasting u61l0 tbem, because bis ill-desert, c:reated by bis sin, is everlasting. WAIIInnr P.,,"""'ntl Iu u.rn-w.r Iw Air .ri_,
tI.t Iu c("II",it.r ii, Iu u.rn-wlilu 14/IU I" it (JI mIlK tI.t Iu emt.r " 10 that, if, at
any time during bis probation, be repents and is forgiven and restored by
God to tbe treatment of the holy, il ",,"1 H 6y p're gnue, - " _I tnt 1M
01jflltiec 4t 411-,,01 tI.t, ira _y Intle, Uln-wd 6y IU",. IO-tk,cri is •
10"I-comr tll4t IUWr 14ul. Tbat is true of even the III-desert of wrong done
by one man to anotber In their private relations. Its doer can never malo.

K"'''''''
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taln that he deserves no retribution for it from the wronged one, and demand as II;s riK"t ,that the latter, or anyone, shall regard and treat him as
if he had not done it. He can no more do so in a week than in a day, in a
month than in a week, in a year than in a month, in any number of years
than in one, in myriads of ages than in a lifetime. No duration can have
the slightest effect in obliterating or diminishing his ill-desert, or in restoring his forfeited right to the wronged one's favor; and, If that one ever restores him to It and treats him as if innocent towards him, even If he may
have repented. it must be by exercising grace in forgiving him contrary to
his abiding, unimpaired ill-desert. How can it be otherwise in respect to
the ill-desert of all sinners against God? In its very nature, sin involves
an everlasting forfeiture of all right to His favor and desert of punishment
from Him, the same as when acted. Like the blood-spot on the hand of
Lady Macbeth, the dooming color of ill-desert on the sinner's soul will not"
out, nor fade. But, besides this fadeless fact of ill-desert. the everlasting
rights. interests, and concerns of God and His whole loyal, eternal society absolutely demand the perpetual punishment of irreclaimable sinners according to their ill-desertl, as we have already Ihown and will yet show
more fully; and God, therefore, can be neither just nor IImn/olmt. if He
docl not inflict it upon all such sinners or provide some adequate substitution for its endurance by them, on the ground of which He can justly exercise grace towards them during their probation, and forgive all who fulfill
th~ ethical conditions of reliance upon it and return to obedience, on which
it is offered to all.
§ 52. TRUE MEANING OF THE WRATH OF GOD AGAINST SINNERS.
The necessity on God to inflict thil punishment upon all sinners, unless
rescued In the way stated, proceeds, as already shown, from justice in the
Jaw as it is in, and emanates from, His own and all other IIIIJrrll tlat.",s ;
and the perfect conformity of His wUl to this quality of the law and of His
corresponding emotions, is His ",ratll (0pyI,) against them. This is the only
_alll-prinnll~ which can be ascribed to Him or any other good being. Far
enough is His wrath from mere flaming emotions of indignation, or combustion of anger against sinners. It is no ebulliency of emotion or passion,
but His holy will fllilll accordant emotions-His moral disposition, perfect
as His nature, to treat sinners deserving the penalty of the law precisely as
it requires-that is. ~.xtKlly auordinK 10 IIInr ill-dufflsfor Us sodal tnds, as
already set forth. There is no other rule of retribution possible, conceivable, just, or adequate to these ends, and therefore benevolent, to treat
them by ; and it is the only one taught in Scripture. If therefore sinners
of our race are not saved by grace through a lubstltution, God can have no
room for t:o.nstl about subjecting them to the penal suffering they deserve,
and no NIItrly to do better by them, or at all otherwise. than just as they deserve. The measure of inflicted suffering must be in every case neither less
nor more than exactly JUST-that iI, exactly according to the measure of 111desert as God sees it, since deficiency of it would be unjult to God and His
loyal society, and excess of it would be cruelty to the sufferer-that is, while
VOL. XLVI. No. 183.
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D. Cochran on

perfect ethical public justice must be its end, perfect distributive justice
must be its measure.

Our author gives the authority of God as moral Ruler
its place-but considers it as means in place of end. " Sin
not only robs Him of the moral love due Him naturally
as a Person ..... but it intrinsically and practically denies
and wars against all his authority and all his rights.'"
his authority is in order to the securing of his rights. It
is not its own end, nor can he punish as if it were, but to
sec~re what is due to him and to his universal holy society. And neither annihilation will secure this, nor probation after death. It lies in the author's path to examine
the notion that God has a merely paternal oversight over
men, not a moral government-one of the tap-roots of
Universalism and Unitarianism-and he roots it up very
logically and effectively (pp. 114-122). If this notion
comes in to corrupt our evangelical theology, we shall
soon have no doctrine of atonement, and no. belief in its
foundation facts, the fatal character of sin and the certainty of its penalty.
Much of the solid and elaborate matter in Part II of
this work will seem to some readers not altogether necessary to its object. Some eighty-nine pages are given to
Incarnation, the Plan of Redemption thereby and God's
Eternal Purposes in Christ. It forms an instructive and
weighty body of theology by itself, and might have been
so issued, but for its resting as it does on what has gone
before and connecting with what comes after. It is a
close-jointed and searching investigation of the scheme of
atoning sacrifice for a specific end within God's universal
moral system. Yet at the close of an exhaustive discussion of the Trinity here in the initial chapter (xvi.)
is a section on How God's Love for Mankind is shown,
and another on What the Fact and Doctrine of the Love
of God rest on, which lie directly along the way to the
sacrifice on Calvary which is made to rest on the Trinity.
4

Later,

pag~s 100-103,

sin is more fully characterized.
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The atonement is made to stand or fall on the Triunity of
the Godhead. The showing that this could not have
taken place, had God been but one Person, has, no
doubt, occurred to many in connection with Paul's hardest
of .. hard sayings" - quite obiter dictum, the bench would
say - in Gal. iii. 20, "Now a mediator is not a mediator
of one; but God is one."
The necessity of incarnation to atonement, as a raceinterposition, and the necessity of a true theodicy includ- .
ing Christ's incarnate work and the story of his church
are here set forth; the forecast of difficulties in bringing
men to repentance; and how in His predestinating purpose was God in Christ to meet them; these things are
elucidated to prepare the way for the central theme, to
which we proceed.
.
The Atonement of Christ an Expiation for the Sins of
the World, and a Propitiation of God towards it, occupies (Part III) a hundred and three pages. Th~ theologically critical reader will tum to this for the author's conception of his great theme, and will prejudge his handling of Scripture in the last of the book, (Part IV, two hundred and seven pages), by it.· As the volume began with
moral law, so this central portion commences with its demands as to sinners. It had been shown that in a moral
system repentance is no reparation for the harm of sin to
all embraced in the system. It is often and in various
ways affirmed, that repentance, still,-the whole case beI Dr. Cochran gives two reasons for his philosophiesl discussions:
.. One,
that the principal recent attempts to subvert these fundamental doctrines
have been made on an assumed philosophical basis, and should be met on
the same; the other, that we rejoiced in the opportunity thus presented to
show that philosophy is not against, but on the side of Christianity, even in
i tl peculiar facts and doctrines, and really demands it as its logical surplement ; so that, whoever denies Christianity as a whole, or any of its essential parts, must assume positions at war with facts and truths of sound moral philosophy, from some of which the only logical road leads to the gulf of
atheism, or, wbicb is substantially tbe same, of pantbeism." A good exam.
pIe of bis ability in tbis style of work may be seen in his" Brief Theodicy"
(pp. 173-188), for wbicb we sbould be glad to find room.
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ing a moral one,-is the ethical and necessary condition
of any benefit from an atonement, if one is made, and the
Holy Spirit the one moral, necessary, all-effective agency
for producing it. But God is under no obligation to sinners to make a propitiation of himself, the benefits of
which they could secure by the change of character in
repentance, nor to the members of the universal holy society of his universe. Here a novel argument is made
for an obligation to himself, on the other hand, to do just
this. The real question is stated as a philosophical one, viz.,
whether there is an obligation to exercise mercy, when
consistent with justice? If there is, it detracts nothing
from mercy and grace that he has a law in and from his
moral nature itself which creates such an obligation upon
.him. For his goodness (of which mercy is one form)
is "certainly conformity to his eternal moral nature,"
"free, eternal conformity to the moral law, or to nOlking."
his moral reason, therefore, "issues an imperative to
himself." "The obligation to love moral natures, and, as
far as practicable, to promote their good for the sake of
what it is to them, whether they deserve such action or
not, because they are moral beings," is affirmed, as the
converse of the obligation to inflict ethical justice, or punishment deserved, if greater good to the moral universe
and greater delight and glory to Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost could not be secured by another course. If all
love, justice, mercy, are compliance with obligation, the
redemptive system is held to be a moral necessity to God's
character. If man had never sinned, .God would not,
could not, have had either the demand for retributive justice or the dictate of mercy. Now he has both.
Man, on his part, is in a condition which makes its own
appeal. His moral disadvantages and inherited tendencies are set forth, and also the alleviations of a probation,
not like that of angels and Adam at the outset, purely
and only legal, but mixed-being gracious as well as under moral law. Both law and grace are akin to a moral
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system. Our author so abundantly sets forth the human
moral nature and liabilities that no one can suspect him
of denying that there are any now who sin under law
(Rom. ii. 6-10), or of holding that judgment will be only
for our personal attitude towards the historic Christ.
Abundantly, and in various relations he recognizes the sad
case of our race under heredity, inexperienced, ignorant
at the outset of each life, " reason, conscience, and judg.
ment undeveloped," all impulse toward good or imagined
good imperilling the soul through sensibility-a crude and
dangerous condition that warrants gracious provisions
and a gracious probation here, but not hereafter. God is
bound by measureless considerations to have a govern.
ment, moral in nature and end; he has but one; its retri.
butions cannot be executed before death and the end of
probation, but must follow them. The atonement, there·
fore, does not make God merciful and gracious, but is the
expression of His mercy and grace in order to save men
here and now, offered men with full appreciation of the
modifying, mitigating circumstances of the children of
Adam as sinners. It was something God alone could .de.
vise and God alone could execute, and God only as
Trinity.' The incarnation and mediation of Christ, the
Son, are fundamental, indispensable constituents of it.
God as bare Unity is not an atoning God.
In getting now to the heart of his theme Dr. Cochran
points out expiation as essential means of propitiating
God. "Any imaginable propitiation without expiation
would be, on account of all involved in it, enormously
dishonorable to him, and noxious to the whole family of
Christian truths and doctrines." He approaches his defi.
nition of atonement, so laboriously and in extenso prepared
for, through some exposition of O. T. Scripture, though
• So Prof. Sbedd, Dflp1Iati( Tllnllflgy, 1888. .. Tbe explanation of tbe
great subject of tbe Divine reconciliation lies in the doctrine of the Trinity.
Tbe doctrine of vicarious atonement stands or faUs with that of the Triune
God." p.408.
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most of it is relegated to Part IV., and through further
criticism of Bushnell's views as expiation, which logically exclude propitiation of anyone but sinful man. Contrariwise, our author argues that the reconciliation of God
is" first in order," and possible only by expiation; then, as
a consequence, that of man. Very thorough work is done
here. Dr. Cochran is not one of those who, in professed
theology, "worship and serve the creature more than the
Creator." He does not make what is needful as to man
more so, and more exigently so, than what is needful as to
God. As a thinker and expounder he "sds llu Lord always before his face." It is refreshing to see it in these
days of anthropological theologising. We quote now his
definition of atonement.. Christ, in His sufferings and death for mankind [all men], represented
and was a substitute for them as sinners liable to suffer retributive punishment for their sins in this life. He voluntarily endured them as substitutionlll [or vicarious in the true sense of the word], for the punitive sufferings and death deserved by them and demanded by the justice of the law
in God and [in] all other moral beings." (p. 259.)
.. Substitution t10u nol imply l!wl Cltrisl sflff~r~t1 IIt~ alfp"~ra/~ amofl"t of
;nJlit:t~t1 pains t1~urvt:t1 by all Ituman nnMrs.
His sufferings would neither
have been increased nor diminished, if mankind had been a millionfold more
or less numerous than they will be. They must be of infinite value to save
one; they can have no more, less, or different value to !lave myriads, billions, or all. By His one rirlttt:ofls at:t (dIlUlI6l/IfJ, Rom. 5:18), of offerinR
Himself an expiatory sacrifice for all men our Lord polmtially set aside t:t1IIt1itionally the condemnation of all and made all righteous (Rom. S:IQ). This
act had an unlimited, eternal, infinite value, and could have no less, Ht:aflU
of 1M .Dif!i,,~ nalflrt:, wlatio"s, a"t1 d,arat:l" of its nt:lor; because It was devised and designed by the infinite wisdom of Godhead as the best, if not
the only one, possible to attain the necessary ends and means for human
salvation-those on the side of God, those on the side of man, those on the
side of the universal and eternal holy society, those on the side of justice
and law, and those on the side of mercy and grace: and because, by it, as
the acme and consummation of His whole mission. He made God known,
not to man only, but to 'the principalities and the powers in the heavenly
places,' in His full-orbed character, glory, and all moral perfections, as was
necessary to secure Its ends (Epb. 3:9, (0). This substitutional, expiatory,
righteous act of Christ, having this infinite value, is prnUiollal for aU buman sinners, but made adual only for those who appropriate it by faith.'
, We should insert" repentance" here. in accord with the author's expo-
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and thus receive forgiveness 'through His blood' shed in'it. How, then, is
there any validity in the old, effete objection of infidels, Socinians. and
other misbelievers on this essential point, that expiation by the substituted
sufferings and death of Christ 'takes clean away the word and fact of forgiveness ; fot, if the debt of sin is paid, there is no longer anything to forgive'? A debt prtlflisionally pald for one or many by another on a stated
condition, is actually paid when the condition is fulfilled, not before; and
then Its payment is a fact; and, when the required ethical condition of faith
is fulfilled by anyone, God makes the provisional substitution of Christ
at/""l for him by forgiving him on the ground of it-that is, by applying it
to him." pp. 244, 245.

To be just to the whole view here given we must again
quote at length-shortening a few statements:
.. § 134.

HOW THE SUFFERINGS OF CHRIST FOR MANKIND MEET AND STAY THE
DEMANDS OF JUSTICE AGAINST THEM.

The substituted suffering of Christ, the Divinely' constituted r~prt!Smta
tiv~ of our sinful race, propitiates God towards them, because it expiates
their guilt-that is, because it provisionally meets and suspends the demand
of God's retributive justice against them, provisionally for all, at/ually for
all of them who appropriate it, and thus gives full flow to the abundance of
His mercy and grace towards them. This demand of His justice is in
Scripture commonly called His wratk (apr"). But it is utterly to mistake its
meaning to suppose it to be that His infinite sensibility is excited to mere
angry emotion or passion against sinners, and that it is entirely optional
with Him whether He will gratify it by punishing them, or suppress it, as
best He may, and infl:ct no punishment-being controlled by nothing but
His simple will. To conceive it so is to exclude both it and God's action
relative to it entirely from the sphere of morality, and to make that action
merely a thing of caprice. That His sensibility is occupied with emotions
of holy anger against all sinners we hold true; but His wrath against them
is vastly different from these. It is the d~",and of His infinite moral nature
evoked by their sin that they shall suffer the just penalty they deserve.
•
•
•
•
•
•
His wrath, being this demand of His nature
or moral reason for the punishment of sinners as they deserve is not mere
angry emotions, nor any state at the mere option of His will for keeping or
suppressing. But, because He and His holy universe have the right to
their penal suffering, thus demanded, He, a Ruler, has none to exempt
them [llinners] from it, without or on condition of repentance alone, regardless of that demand. But He has an absolute right, moved by His
mercy towards them, to suffer it Himself as a substitute for them, as exIIldon of it often as .. t"~ ethical condition" of the benefits of the Atonement, and with our profound conviction that faith itself draws its ethical
character from accompanying or (logically) antecedent repentance. Cf.
Matt. xxi. 32, last t"'us~. On p. 247 Dr. Cochran says repentance alo,.~ ill
inlluJicient, as elsewhere. So say we also.
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plained, and thus to expiate it. Having thus met and satisfied this demand against them, called 0PrfI, _/4, by anthropopathic figure, He is
ipso facio, propitiated and reconciled potentially to all, and actually to all
who fulfill the prescribed conditions. Thus His mercy and grace arc set
free to act towards all without any hindrance whatever, except what they
themselves [men] make. Justice is perfectly maintained and established
inviolate forever, while mercy and grace are at perfect liberty to act in harmony with it for the reconciliation of as many as possible of mankind to
God. Such being the nature of God's wrath and of expiation and propitiation, and the mode in which these two essentially identical inodifications of the
mind and moral relations of God towards mankind are effected, we see that
there is nothing arbitrary or capricious in them. There is no deviation from,
or disregard of, the demands of His own eternal, Immutable, archetypal, moral
nature, and of all finite ones created by Him in His own Image; no acting
as if there were no moral system and social-moral nt"xus of justice, the granite foundation and constituent of that system of mutual rights, dues, Obligations, responsibilities, accountabilities, interests, and concerns; no immoral
acting as if sin were not positive wrong and injury to Himself and all, the
one blight and curse of the rational universe; but a mere personal concern
of the sinner, who, therefore, instead of being subjected to the infliction of
the social-moral penalty he deserves, should be regarded by God and all
others with yearning sympathy for being encircled by the tightening, injuring, often ruinous coils of the train of its natural consequences, thus muit socially an utter trifle, and personally a comparatively diminutive evil.
All diminution of the badness and guilt of sin is equally of the excellence
and good-desert of obedience. But, in this essentially united pair, expiatio~
and propitiation, we see God maintaining the great social-moral law in His
own and all other moral natures (with its immutable quality of justice) in
absolute integrity, and harmonizing His mercy towards human sinners with
the whole social demand of that justice against them.

Expiation and propitiation are here connected as cause
and effect. We can now easily understand reconciliation,
as it is mutual. The fact of God's making expiation and
propitiating Himself through Christ, as "representative
substitute," "gives the highest conceivable conception and
demonstration of His merciful love." But certain explanations are important.
I. Christ as "representative substitute," did not assume
the ill-desert of mankind, or take it from them.
2. Nor did His vicarious sufferings and death include
any of the natural consequences of sin.
3. Nor was it the direct design of them to show God's
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abhorrence of sin, etc (governmental view).'
We suspectthe advocates of this (New England) theory would not admit the phrases" mere rectoral policy,"
.. mere governmental theory," "mere expression of ends,"
as doing it justice. And would they not largely acccept
this (p. 486.)?
.. Christ made atonement for the sins of the whole world by substituting
Himself to God for all that His sufferings and death might be instead of the
penal sufferings and death which they severally deserved and must otherwise
endure. And, as theirs [sufferings] must be to meet and satisfy the demand
of retributive justice in and from the nature of God and of all other holy moral
beings, strictly according to their actual ill-desert as God sees it, so those
of Christ in their place must be to meet the same demand provisionally for
them all, to rescue them from the necessity of meeting it themselves, and
actually for all of them who, during their probation, will fulfill the necessary
etbical conditions. He deserved none of them; nor did He assume the Uldesert of sinners to the least degree; but, moved by His infinite merciful
love for them as moral natures, He voluntarily assumed to endure' their deserved penal sufferings and death, not as punishment to Him of course, but
as theirs, to save them from the necessity of enduring it, and from actually
enduring it, if they truly return to God."

This is only another way of saying that the blessings of
the Atonement like other Divine blessings are provisional.
They would not be so, if the Atonement itself were an identical substitution anyway, for all men or for some, for then
no ethical condition would attach, nor would men have
any probation at all. The sufferings in which this provis
ional propitiation consisted must be inflicted by God
himself, in order to their answering their purpose; but
not because cruelty ~n him demanded blood. But because in no other way could his love be satisfied and effect
salvation.
• In the exegetical part (Ill) is inserted an argument against the governmental
view, as offered to satisfy the meaning of Scripture. (I) The demand 'for
punishment of sin is made to rest in instituted government, rather tban in
moral natures. This institution is one of benevolence, but its sanctions are
.. wholly for its maintenance as a polity." (2) This is in order to express to
n:ankind God's views and ends. (3) The object of the Atonement was to
express the same. All wbich omits the demand of justice in God's nature,
lays the expression, in both sanctions and expiation, on men entirely, and
secures no effect in God. Contrariwise the effect in Him is first and chief.
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We must here rest our examination of this notable book.
A multitude of topics avoided in order to get on faster,
may be touched in another paper, with the whole exegetical treatment of the subject, along with comparative criticisms cf other recent works on the Atonement.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]
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